Genome-wide analysis of chlamydiae for promoters that phylogenetically footprint.
Currently, there is a lack of phylogenetic footprinting programmes that can take advantage of multiple whole genome sequences of different species within the same bacterial genus. Therefore, we have developed and tested a position weight matrix-based programme called Footy, that performs genome-wide analysis of bacterial genomes for promoters that phylogenetically footprint. When Footy was used to analyse the non-coding regions upstream of genes from three chlamyidal species for promoters that phylogenetically footprint, it predicted a total of 42 promoters, of which 41 were new. Ten of the 41 new promoters predicted by Footy were biologically assayed in Chlamydia trachomatis by mapping the 5' end of the transcripts for the associated genes. The primer extension assay validated seven of the 10 promoters. When Footy was compared to two other accepted methods for genome-wide prediction of promoters in bacteria (the standard PWM method and MITRA), Footy performed equally as well or better than these programmes. This paper, therefore, shows the value of a bioinformatics programme able to perform genome-wide analysis of bacteria for promoters that phylogenetically footprint.